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Renesas Synergy™ Platform 

CTSU Slider Example on DK-S124  
Introduction 
The Capacitive Touch Sensing Unit (CTSU) application note demonstrates the slider and button functionality 
on Renesas Synergy™ MCU Groups, and uses the DK-S124 v2.0, v3.0 and v3.1 as examples. It covers how 
to bring up the CTSU slider functionality using the CTSU framework on Synergy Software Platform (SSP) 
v1.6.0 or later.  

Prerequisites 
You should have some experience with either the Synergy e2 studio or the IAR Embedded Workbench® for 
Renesas Synergy™ (IAR EW for Synergy), Integrated Solutions Development Environment (ISDE). The 
program may be compiled and run using either tool chain. You should also be familiar with the SSP and its 
concepts, such as frameworks, callback functions and APIs. For a conceptual overview, see SSP 
Architecture, in the SSP User’s Manual.  
Before you use this application note, you may want to build and run the Blinky project in your board’s Quick 
Start Guide. By doing so, you will become familiar with building and running SSP applications while ensuring 
the debug connection to your board is functioning properly.  
It should take about two hours to complete the topics below and bring up the sample project.  
• SSP capacitive touch framework overview 
• CTSU application configuration data overview 
• Procedure to recreate the sample project: 

 Generating a new project with no RTOS included. 
 Creating the CTSU thread. 
 Creating the CTSU slider framework. 
 Creating the CTSU button framework. 
 Copying over the CTSU configuration files. 
 Creating the callback function. 

 

Required Resources 
To build and run the application, you will need: 
• A Synergy DK-S124 v2.0 or later MCU kit  
• SSP v1.6.0 or later 
• e2 studio v7.3.0 or later 
• IAR EW for Synergy v8.23.3 with SSC v7.3.0 or later 
 
You can download the required Renesas software from the Renesas Synergy Gallery 
(https://www.renesas.com/us/en/products/synergy/software.html).  

  

https://www.renesas.com/us/en/products/synergy/software.html
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1. CTSU Overview 
The Capacitive Touch Sensing Unit (CTSU) measures the electrostatic capacitance of a touch sensor. 
Changes in electrostatic capacitance are determined by software that enables the CTSU to detect whether a 
finger is in contact with the touch sensor. Electrostatic capacitance is detected by self-capacitance and 
mutual capacitance methods. This application note uses the self-capacitance single-scan mode for the slider 
and button functionality. 
The following table summarizes the CTSU specifications on DK-S124 Synergy MCU kit. For details, see the 
S124 User’s Manual. 

Table 1.   CTSU Specification 
Item Description 
Operating clock PCLKB, PCLKB/2, or PCLKB/4 
Pins Electrostatic capacitance 

measurement 
31 channels (TS00 to TS28, TS30, TS31) 

TSCAP Low-pass filter (LPF) connection pin 
Measurement 
modes 

Self-capacitance single-scan mode Electrostatic capacitance is measured on one 
channel using the self-capacitance method 

Self-capacitance multi-scan mode Electrostatic capacitance is measured on 
multiple channels successively using the self-
capacitance method 

Mutual capacitance full scan mode Electrostatic capacitance is measured 
successively on multiple channels using the 
mutual capacitance method 

Noise prevention Synchronous noise prevention, high-pass 
noise prevention 

Measurement start conditions • Software trigger 
• External trigger (ELC_CTSU from the 

ELC). 
 
The following diagram shows the CTSU block consists of a status control block, trigger control block, clock 
control block, channel control block, port control block, sensor drive pulse generator, measurement block, 
interrupt block, and I/O registers. With support from the SSP CTSU framework, you do not need to control 
the module at the level of these blocks and registers. 
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Figure 1.   CTSU block diagram 
The slider functionality commonly involves detecting the sliding motion and responding to the motion. In this 
application project, the example detects a user sliding a finger on the slider and responds by lighting up the 
three onboard LEDs. When you slide a finger from the tip (sharp end) of the slider to the end (wide end) of 
the slider, the three onboard LEDs light up from dim to bright. The button functionality involves detection of 
button press detection and response. The example project detects press on button 1 and responds by 
toggling LED2 (orange) and detects press on button 2 and responds by toggling LED3 (green). 
A functioning project in archive format is attached with this application note. You can import the archive 
(CTSU_Slider_Button_Example.zip file), compile, download, and run to exercise the slider and button 
functionalities. In addition, this application note provides step by step instructions to use the SSP 
slider/button framework feature to recreate this application. 
The following figure shows the CTSU component layout on the DK-S124 v3.0 Synergy MCU board. The v2.0 
and v3.1 board has the same layout. 

 

Figure 2.   DK-S124 Capacitive Touch Components 
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2. Capacitive Touch SSP Framework Overview 
The capacitive touch slider framework interprets the CTSU data for all the slider configurations initialized by 
the system. The capacitive touch slider framework registers a callback with the CTSU framework layer, that 
is called each time the processed data is available. The slider framework uses this data (raw values) to 
determine if a touch or release occurred and, if so, where it has occurred. If there is a state change, the 
framework calls the callback for each slider with the event and position, in the order as they are present in 
the slider configuration table. This application note uses only the single slider that is available on the 
DK-S124 Synergy MCU board. 

2.1 Resources Used in the Capacitive Touch SSP Framework 
Table 2.   Resources used in CTSU framework interface 
Resource ISDE Tab Selection 
Framework CTSU Driver Threads Framework > Input > CTSU Framework on sf_touch_ctsu 

 
SSP v1.6.0 or later supports S7G2, S3A7, S5D9, and S124 Synergy MCU boards. This application note 
focuses on the capacitive touch slider framework implemented on S124 with DK-S124 MCU kit. The 
following two tables list additional resources used by the slider framework.  
Table 3.   Additional resources used in CTSU slider framework interface 

Resource ISDE Tab Selection 
Framework CTSU Slider Driver Threads Framework > Input > Cap Touch Slider/Wheel 

Framework on sf_touch_ctsu_slider 
CTSU HAL Driver Threads — 

 

Table 4.   Additional resources used in CTSU button framework interface 
Resource ISDE Tab Selection 
Framework CTSU Button Driver Threads Framework >Input > Cap Touch Button Framework 

on sf_touch_ctsu_button 
CTSU HAL Driver Threads — 

 
2.2 Understanding the SSP Slider and Button Framework 
The SSP CTSU slider framework generates the events after touch data processing. This application example 
creates a response when SF_TOUCH_CTSU_SLIDER_STATE_HELD is triggered. By looking at the reported 
position on the slider, you can create the desired response in the callback function when a sliding motion 
from the user is detected. 

Table 5.   CTSU slider states 
Name Description 
SF_TOUCH_CTSU_SLIDER_STATE_NO_CHANGE Slider is in the released state 
SF_TOUCH_CTSU_SLIDER_STATE_INITIALIZED Slider is in the pressed state 
SF_TOUCH_CTSU_SLIDER_STATE_TOUCHED Slider is pressed 
SF_TOUCH_CTSU_SLIDER_STATE_RELEASED Slider is released 
SF_TOUCH_CTSU_SLIDER_STATE_CLOSED Slider has been disabled and will no longer 

generate events 
SF_TOUCH_CTSU_SLIDER_STATE_MULTI_TOUCH More than one touch element is being touched 
SF_TOUCH_CTSU_SLIDER_STATE_DISABLED Slider is disabled from being updated 
SF_TOUCH_CTSU_SLIDER_STATE_HELD Slider is held (continued press) 

 
The SSP CTSU button framework generates the events in the following table after the touch data 
processing. 
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Table 6   CTSU button states 
Name Description 
TOUCH_BUTTON_STATE_RELEASED Button is in the released state 
TOUCH_BUTTON_STATE_PRESSED Button is in the pressed state 
TOUCH_BUTTON_STATE_LONG_HOLD Button is pressed down for a long time (duration in 

sf_touch_ctsu_button_config.h) 
TOUCH_BUTTON_STATE_STUCK Button is pressed down for a short time (duration in 

sf_touch_ctsu_button_config.h) 
TOUCH_BUTTON_STATE_INITIAL Button has been initialized successfully 
TOUCH_BUTTON_STATE_CLOSING Button has been disabled and will no longer generate events 
TOUCH_BUTTON_STATE_MULTI_TOUCH More than one touch element is being touched 
TOUCH_BUTTON_STATE_DISABLED Button is disabled from being updated 

 
2.3 CTSU Configuration Data 
The sample project includes a set of CTSU configuration data under 
\CTSU_Slider_Button_Example\src\captouch_configs\. The CTSU configuration data is specific 
to DK-S124 hardware. Section 3.3 has step-by-step instructions on recreating the sample project. Step 7 in 
section 3.3 requires you to copy this \captouch_config folder to the new application you will be creating. 

3. Building the CTSU Slider Application 
This section provides details on generating a CTSU slider and button application with the e2 studio ISDE and 
the SSP. With the slider/button framework support from the SSP package, your application only needs to 
handle the callbacks from CTSU events without requiring any low-level software to handle the CTSU 
registers and basic capacitive touch processing functions.  
The next section describes the callback functions implemented in the sample project and can serve as a 
reference for your application. Section 3.2 details the sliding motion detection method used. You can use 
and adjust this method based on the requirements of your unique application. To illustrate the process of 
establishing a slider/button application, section 3.3 provides step-by-step instructions on recreating the 
sample project included. You can take similar steps to add the CTSU component to your existing application 
or use this sample project as a starting point for your application. 
For details, see the sample project package CTSU_Slider_Button_Example.zip. 

3.1 Handling the Slider and Button Callback 
The example project implemented the slider and button callback functions in ctsu_thread_entry.c 
located in the sample project folder \CTSU_Slider_Button_Example\src\ folder. The 
ctsu_thread_entry.c is generated by the Synergy configurator. Table 7 provides a summary of the 
functions implemented in the ctsu_thread_entry.c. These functions provide the functions you need to 
create with the SSP slider and button framework to establish a typical slider and button application.  
Section 3.3 has a step-by-step instructions on recreating the sample project. You can copy the 
ctsu_thread_entry.c file to the new application and modify the response to the sliding motion and 
button press events as desired. 
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Table 7.   Functions in ctsu_thread_entry.c 
Functions Description 
g_button_framework_user_callback Button touch callback function (defined with the Synergy 

configurator) implementation 
g_slider_framework_user_callback Slider touch callback function (defined with the Synergy 

configurator) implementation 
CB_Self_Slider_0 Sub function called from 

g_slider_framework_user_callback 
Implements response to events listed in Table  

CB_Self_Button_processing 
 

Sub function called from 
g_button_framework_user_callback 
Activated when Button 1 is touched 
Implements response to events listed in Table 

pwm_led_brightening Subfunction called from ctsu_thread_entry 
Light up the LED from dim to bright. 

 
The sliding motion detection is implemented in function CB_Self_Slider_0. This function is called from 
the g_button_framework_user_callback. It responds to the slider event described in Table 5.  
In the handling of the SF_TOUCH_CTSU_SLIDER_STATE_HELD state, an algorithm has been implemented 
to detect the sliding motion, as explained in the following section. To perform sliding motion detection, the 
user application must perform a small amount of position data processing. For button press detection, no 
data processing needs to be done by the user. This application note does not detail button press detection.  

3.2 Detection of User Sliding Motion 
In the sample project, the following macro definitions, function definition, and variables are used in sliding 
motion detection.  
Figure 9 shows the macro definitions are determined based on the Update Hz setting and how fast you want 
to guide the user’s sliding motion across the slider. The slider position is reported as 100*number of sensors. 
In case of the DK-S124, the sensor numbering from left to right is 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The reported position 
then would be in the range of 0-500. The STARTLIMIT and ENDLIMIT are determined based on this 
calculation. The DETECTIONTIME is related to the Update Hz defined in the Synergy configurator for the 
CTSU sensing unit.  
Section 3.3 has step-by-step instructions on recreating the sample project. Update Hz is set in step 3 of 
Figure 9. When Update Hz increases, the DETECTIONTIME should increase to allow a reasonable number 
of times for the detections of the sliding motion. 
#define SIZEOFBUFFER    600 /* slider position temporary buffer size*/ 
#define DETECTIONTIME   8  /* after detection of 8 times of finger movement detected, a 
sliding motion is identified */ 
#define STARTLIMIT      100 /* has to be less than this threshold to identify as a 
starting point of a sliding motion */ 
#define ENDLIMIT        400 /* has to be greater than this threshold to identify an 
ending point of a sliding motion */ 
 
void CB_Self_Slider_0(sf_touch_ctsu_slider_callback_args_t * p_args); 
static uint32_t detect_count = 0; /* track the number of position movement detected */ 
volatile uint32_t result[SIZEOFBUFFER];  /* temporary storage for the slider position 
*/ 
static uint32_t slider_data_index = 0;  /* index into the result array */ 
int diff = 0;   /* position difference between two neighboring slider position results 
*/ 

The variables listed detect_count, result, slider_data_index, and diff are in the sliding motion 
detection algorithms. Figure 3 references these variables in a high-level flow listing the key actions in sliding 
motion detection. 
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Figure 3.   Sliding motion detection 
3.3 Step-by-Step Procedure to Recreate the Sample Project 
Use the following step-by-step instructions to establish the attached sample project. In each figure, follow the 
steps in order (1) -> (2) -> (3) -> (4)-> (5). 
Note: Leave all the Parameter Checking properties as Default (BSP) at the development stage of the 

project. After the project is compiled and approved to be functioning, you can change the Parameter 
Checking to be Disabled to save some flash usage. 
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Figure 4.   Parameter Checking Setting 
Step 1: Establishing a new project with no RTOS included: 
1. Create a new Synergy Project. 
2. Select ‘Renesas Synergy C Executable Project’ 
3. Enter the project name and setup the Synergy license file.  

See Importing a Renesas Synergy Project (r11an0023eu0121-synergy-ssp-import-guide.pdf) included 
with this application project to setup the Synergy license. 

 

Figure 5.   Generate a new project 
4. Choose board S124 DK. 
5. Choose BSP. 
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Figure 6.   Choose the Board and BSP package 
Step 2: Create the CTSU thread. 

1. Updated the heap size (bytes) property from the default 0x1000 to 0x0. 
2. Under the Threads tab, click the ‘+’ sign to create a new thread. 

 

Figure 7.   Generate CTSU Thread 
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3. Set the property of this new thread. 

 

Figure 8.   Configure CTSU Thread 
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Step 3: Create the CTSU slider framework. 
1. Click the newly create thread CTSU Thread. In the CTSU Thread Stacks window, click the New Stack to 

add the Cap Touch Slider/Wheel Framework on sf_touch_ctsu_slider. 
2. Click on the box g_sf_touch_ctsu0 Cap Touch Framework on sf_touch_ctsu and configure the 

Update Hz to 20. 

 

Figure 9.   Generate CTSU Slider Framework 

(3) 
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3. Click on the box with red text g_ctsu0 CTSU Driver on r_ctsu.  
Per the following figure, configure the properties as indicated in the screen shot.  
 Max active channels as ‘7’ 
 Interrupt priority for CTSU WRITE, CTSU READ, and CTSU END as Priority 1 
 Module name as g_ctsu 
 g_ctsu_config_self as the CTSU configuration 

 

 

Figure 10.   Configure the CTSU Slider Driver 
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Step 4: Create the CTSU button framework as shown in the following figure. 
1. In the CTSU Thread Stacks window, click the New Stack to add the Cap Touch Button Framework on 

sf_touch_ctsu_button. 
2. Click on the box g_sf_touch_button0 Cap Touch Button Framework on sf_touch_ctsu_button and 

change the Number of Buttons to 2. 

 

Figure 11.   Create CTSU Button Framework 
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3. Click on the pink box and choose Use->g_sf_touch_ctsu0 Cap Touch Framework on sf_touch_ctsu. 

 

Figure 12.   Configure the CTSU Button Framework 
Step 5: The contents in the CTSU Thread Stacks panel should look like the following figure. No configuration 
is needed in this step. 

 

Figure 13.   Overview of the CTSU Framework 
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Step 6: Copy the captouch_configs folder from the imported functioning sample project (under 
\CTSU_Slider_Button_Example\src\captouch_configs) to your newly created project. 

 

Figure 14.   Copy over the CTSU configuration files 
Step 7: Create the callback function. 
In this step, you can copy over ctsu_thread_entry.c (under sample project 
\CTSU_Slider_Button_Example\src\) to your newly created project. 

 

Figure 15.   Copy over the example callback functions 
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Step 8: Exercise the project. 
Click Generate Project Content from the Synergy configurator, and then compile the project. It should 
compile without any errors. 

 

Figure 16. Generate Project Content and Build the Project 
Download and run the project. You can slide your finger from the sharp end to the thick end and see the 
three LEDs light up from dim to bright upon reaching the thick end. With the sample application, LED2 
(orange) toggles on a button 1 press event and LED3 (green) toggles on a button 2 press event. 
Step 9: Update all Parameter Checking settings to Disabled as pointed out in Figure 4. Recompile and 
download to test the project. 

4. Conclusion 
With the support from the SSP CTSU framework and the e2 studio configurator, building a slider application 
on the Synergy development kit is very easy. The SSP package has the build in CTSU data processing 
functionality and call back scheme to enable rapid slider and button application development. 
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Website and Support 
Visit the following vanity URLs to learn about key elements of the Synergy Platform, download components 
and related documentation, and get support. 

 
Synergy Software   www.renesas.com/synergy/software 
 Synergy Software Package www.renesas.com/synergy/ssp 
 Software add-ons  www.renesas.com/synergy/addons 
 Software glossary  www.renesas.com/synergy/softwareglossary 

Development tools  www.renesas.com/synergy/tools 
 

Synergy Hardware   www.renesas.com/synergy/hardware 
 Microcontrollers  www.renesas.com/synergy/mcus 
 MCU glossary   www.renesas.com/synergy/mcuglossary 
 Parametric search  www.renesas.com/synergy/parametric 

Kits    www.renesas.com/synergy/kits 
 

Synergy Solutions Gallery  www.renesas.com/synergy/solutionsgallery 
 Partner projects  www.renesas.com/synergy/partnerprojects 

Application projects  www.renesas.com/synergy/applicationprojects 
 
Self-service support resources:  

Documentation    www.renesas.com/synergy/docs 
Knowledgebase   www.renesas.com/synergy/knowledgebase 
Forums     www.renesas.com/synergy/forum 
Training    www.renesas.com/synergy/training 
Videos    www.renesas.com/synergy/videos 
Chat and web ticket   www.renesas.com/synergy/resourcelibrary 
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